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A solar cell lock-in carrierographic image generation theory based on the concept of non-equilibrium

radiation chemical potential was developed. An optoelectronic diode expression was derived linking

the emitted radiative recombination photon flux (current density), the solar conversion efficiency,

and the external load resistance via the closed- and/or open-circuit photovoltage. The expression was

shown to be of a structure similar to the conventional electrical photovoltaic I-V equation, thereby

allowing the carrierographic image to be used in a quantitative statistical pixel brightness distribution

analysis with outcome being the non-contacting measurement of mean values of these important

parameters averaged over the entire illuminated solar cell surface. This is the optoelectronic

equivalent of the electrical (contacting) measurement method using an external resistor circuit and

the outputs of the solar cell electrode grid, the latter acting as an averaging distribution network over

the surface. The statistical theory was confirmed using multi-crystalline Si solar cells. VC 2012
American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4749413]

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern solar cell industry has moved toward GW-scale

production, with quality control becoming a critical factor.1

Non-destructive and non-contacting methods for optoelec-

tronic diagnostics of solar cells at all stages of the fabrication

process are in strong demand. Several such methodologies

have been developed for analyzing the excess charge carrier

lifetime of Si wafers in a short time, including carrier density

imaging.2 Microwave photoconductance decay is a “golden

standard” method for imaging lifetimes, including short

recombination lifetimes, but it is more time-consuming.3 Con-

ventionally, the I-V characteristics are obtained by attaching a

resistive load or a power source to the irradiated solar cell or

using a flash tester4 to measure and evaluate its efficiency.

This practice requires electrical contacts to a solar cell and is

thus not well suited for mass production. Photoluminescence

imaging (PL) is a fast non-destructive and non-contacting

camera based diagnostic method which has been used for

detecting electronic and other defects associated with crystal

imperfections and handling of solar cells.5–8 However, dc PL

cannot monitor the optoelectronic carrier kinetics of surface

and near-subsurface regions due to its depth-integrated charac-

ter through the signal dependence on the dc carrier diffusion

length.8 Laser-induced infrared photocarrier radiometry

(PCR)9 is a dynamic near-infrared (NIR) modulated PL, spec-

trally gated to filter out the thermal infrared component of the

radiative emission spectrum from de-exciting free photocar-

riers. This emission is governed by the Law of Detailed Bal-

ance on which the non-equilibrium kinetics of optoelectronic

device operation is based.10 The infrared spectral complement

of PCR concerns Planck (blackbody) thermal emissions due to

nonradiative carrier de-excitations and can be detected using

photothermal radiometry (PTR), a modulated thermal-wave

generation and detection method.11 The imaging equivalent of

PTR is lock-in thermography which has also been used to

investigate local power losses in solar cells.12–14 PCR has pro-

ven to be an effective non-contact methodology for the mea-

surement of transport properties in semiconductors.9,15 Lock-

in carrierography (LIC) is a dynamic NIR InGaAs-camera-

based photocarrier radiometric PL imaging method recently

introduced as an imaging extension of PCR.16 LIC is further

developed in this paper theoretically and experimentally to

obtain relationships between surface-averaged distributions of

optoelectronic energy conversion efficiencies and output pho-

tovoltages of entire Si solar cells on one hand, and radiative

recombination modulated emission images on the other. In

this manner, the solar efficiency and photovoltage can be

measured without the need for contacting electrodes. The

essence of quantitative carrierography (CG) as a non-

equilibrium excess photocarrier PL imaging technique lies in

the treatment of radiative emission fluxes from semiconduc-

tors as representative of the non-equilibrium carrier densities

that generated them. This is entirely analogous to the Planck

(blackbody) equivalent9 and is expressed by the non-

equilibrium physics of the generalized Planck law of radiation

for non-black bodies.17 The inherent dependence of the imag-

ing contrast on the free photocarrier density depth integral9 is

the modulated carrier diffusion-wave equivalent to modulated

thermal waves on which thermography is based and has pro-

vided the motivation for naming this dynamic PL imaging

technique “carrierography.”16

In this paper, we develop the theory of the optoelectronic

analog of the conventional photovoltaic diode equation and

its application to the noncontact determination of solar con-

version efficiency and photovoltage of industrial Si solar cells

by means of modulated carrierographic imaging.
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II. THEORY OF QUANTITATIVE SOLAR CELL
CARRIEROGRAPHIC IMAGING

W€urfel17 and W€urfel et al.18 have discussed non-

equilibrium radiative electronic recombination transitions

associated with non-thermal infrared photon emissions in

semiconductors, in terms of a radiation chemical potential

lc. The essence of their theory was to link these non-

equilibrium optical (non-thermal luminescence) phenomena

to their limiting (equilibrium) case lc¼ 0 in the framework

of a thermodynamic treatment of radiation involving the gen-

eralization of Planck’s radiation law for luminescence.

W€urfel’s theory adapted to the case of the excitation of a so-

lar cell p-n junction by an incident superband-gap photon

flux of energy Ei ¼ �hxi yields a relationship between the

photovoltage appearing across the junction and the chemical

potential of electron-hole pairs

qV�hx ¼ le þ lh ¼ lc; (1)

where q is the elementary charge. Here, le, lh are the

electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels. The Stokes-shifted

(PCR) photon flux (cm� 2 s�1) emitted with infrared energy

E ¼ �hx in response to the incident photon excitation and

absorption is given by17

FRð�hx; V�hx; TÞ ¼
Að�hxÞ

4p2�h3c2

ð�hxÞ3

exp½ð�hx� qV�hxÞ=kT� � 1

( )
;

(2)

where A is the absorptivity of the non-blackbody emitter of

non-thermal radiation at energy �hx and c is the speed of

light in the medium (¼c0/nr; nr: medium refractive index).

For indirect gap semiconductors like Si, the chemical

potential lc also includes the energy of either an emitted or

an absorbed phonon acting as a mediator of the indirect

band-to-band electronic transition.18 This extra term can be

incorporated in the (shifted, effective) value of �hx in Eq.

(2), which essentially leaves the form of the equation

unchanged. For semiconductor materials of bandgap energy

EG> 1 eV, the exponent of the denominator gives

�hx� qV�hx � kT, so that the emitted flux can be accurately

approximated as

FRð�hx; V�hx; TÞ ffi
Að�hxÞð�hxÞ3

4p2�h3c2

 !
e��hx=kT

" #
exp

qV�hx

kT

� �
:

(3)

In Eq. (2) setting V�hx ¼ 0 results in the well-known equilib-

rium black-body Planck emission equation, the limit of zero

chemical potential lc.

Non-radiative processes affect the excess photoexcited

carrier density available for radiative recombination in

dc-excitation processes, and the carrier density wave in

ac-processes resulting from optical power modulation. The

effect involves phonon emission and absorption processes

with energies ENR ¼ �hxNR, especially important in indirect

semiconductors like Si.18 It is manifested as decreased

photovoltage V�hx ¼ lc, which also decreases the PCR pho-

ton flux. The total flux is

FTðV�hx; TÞ ¼ gRðTÞFRð�hx; V�hx; TÞ þ gNRFNRð�hxNR; TÞ;
(4)

where gR and gNR are the radiative and non-radiative (quantum)

efficiencies, respectively. Here, FNR is the heat flux resulting

from the non-radiative conversion of optoelectronic to thermal

energy. These efficiencies can be expressed in terms of radia-

tive and non-radiative recombination probabilities,19

gRðTÞ ¼
PRðTÞ

PRðTÞ þ PNRðTÞ
; gNRðTÞ ¼

PNRðTÞ
PRðTÞ þ PNRðTÞ

;

(5)

provided no other energy conversion pathways exist. For so-

lar or other optical superband-gap illumination, gR becomes

a function of the generated photovoltage

gRðTÞ ¼
FRð�hx; TÞ � FRð0; TÞ

FAð�hxiÞ

¼ FRð0; TÞ
FAð�hxiÞ

exp
qV�hx

kT

� �
� 1

� �
: (6)

Here, FA is the absorbed flux of incident photons and FRð0; TÞ
is the background (residual) equilibrium flux (in the dark),

given by Eq. (3) with V�hx ¼ 0. Under equilibrium conditions,

Kirchhoff’s law applies and the residual radiative emission

becomes thermal. The emission rate is then equal to the

absorption rate. Equation (6) can be written in terms of the

photon flux incident on the solar cell and the non-radiative

recombination (thermal generation) flux can be added to the

overall photon conversion. Simplifying the notation

FAð�hxiÞ ¼
1

gR

½FRðV�hxÞ � FRð0Þ� þ gNRFNR: (7)

This equation is valid under open-circuit conditions, assum-

ing that both radiative and non-radiative recombinations can

occur. Under closed-circuit conditions (the most general

case), an optical-to-photocurrent energy conversion pathway

must be added which gives rise to a photocurrent flux, FC, on

the rhs of Eq. (7)

FAð�hxiÞ ¼
1

gR

½FRðV�hxÞ � FRð0Þ� þ gNRFNR þ FC: (8)

Now, we define the following current densities (charge

fluxes, A/m2):

JðV�hxÞ � qFCðV�hxÞ;
JSCð�hxiÞ � qFAð�hxiÞ;

J0ð�hxÞ � 1

gR

½qFRð0Þ� ¼
1

gR

qAð�hxÞð�hxÞ3

4p2�h3c2

" #
exp � �hx

kT

� �
;

JNR � gNRqFNR: (9)
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Rearranging Eq. (8) while taking Eq. (6) into account and

introducing definitions (9) results in

JðV�hxÞ ¼ JSCð�hxiÞ � J0ð�hxÞ exp
qV�hx

kT

� �
� 1

� �
� JNR:

(10)

This equation can now be compared to the solar cell diode

equation without series resistance and ideality factor n

JðVÞ ¼ JSC � J0 exp
qV

nkT

� �
� 1

� �
� ðV=SRshÞ; (11)

where S is the illuminated surface area of the solar cell and

Rsh is the shunt resistance. The comparison reveals that the

radiative diode equation (10) involves unity ideality factor

and a reverse optical flux (saturation current density-

equivalent factor) J0 given in Eq. (9). J0 depends on FR(0)/
gR, where FR(0) is the equilibrium blackbody flux radiated

by the solar cell (and equally absorbed at equilibrium) in the

dark and gR includes the non-equilibrium (non-thermal) radi-

ation processes, Eq. (6). Higher radiative efficiencies pro-

duce less optical saturation current, as expected. Similarly,

gNR FNR is the thermal current flux and produces effects sim-

ilar to the electrical shunt resistance: gNR FNR¼ 0 corre-

sponds to Rsh!1, i.e., there are no losses (thermal

emissive or electrical, respectively). Despite their formal

similarity, the important difference between Eqs. (10) and

(11) is that the latter connects purely electrical quantities:

the measurable current density, J, flowing out of the solar

cell as a function of the photovoltage, V, across the junction,

whereas the former links an optically measurable quantity,

the non-equilibrium radiative flux J0ð�hxÞexpðqV�hx=kTÞ, to

the electrical current density. Therefore, the importance of

Eq. (10) lies in the fact that it provides a linkage between

fully non-contacting, remote photocarrier radiometric meas-

urements of radiative emission rates (like dc PL, modulated

PCR signals, and carrierographic images) and solar cell elec-

trical parameters which otherwise require contacting electri-

cal measurements and the presence of electrode grids.

As a byproduct of the formal similarity between Eqs.

(10) and (11), a number of expressions can be derived from

Eq. (10) between radiative fluxes, current densities, and pho-

tovoltages by using well-known electrical relations for solar

cells stemming from Eq. (11). The relevant quantities are the

open-circuit photovoltage

VOC
�hx ¼ V�hxðJ ¼ 0Þ ¼ kT

q

� �
ln 1þ DJ

J0

� �
ffi kT

q

� �
ln

DJ

J0

� �
;

(12a)

where DJ � JSC � JNR (for conventional solar cells J0�DJ)

and the closed-circuit photovoltage

V�hxðJÞ ¼
kT

q

� �
ln 1þ DJ

J0

� J

J0

� �
ffi kT

q

� �
ln

DJ � J

J0

� �
:

(12b)

The output photovoltaic power density is P�hx ¼ JV�hx. Maxi-

mizing the power density with respect to photovoltage,

@P�hx
@V�hx
¼ 0, yields the optical equivalent of the well-known

transcendental equation for the photovoltage, Vmp
�hx , at maxi-

mum output power

exp
qVmp

�hx

kT

� �
1þ qVmp

�hx

kT

� �� �
¼ 1þ DJ

J0

¼ exp
qVOC

�hx

kT

� �
;

(13)

which, when combined with the expression

Jmp � JðVmp
�hxÞ ¼ DJ � J0 exp

qVmp
�hx

kT

� �
� 1

� �
(14)

obtained from Eq. (10), results in the following expression

for the maximum power density:

Pmax ¼ JmpVmp
�hx ¼

ðqVmp
�hx=kTÞVmp

�hxDJ

1þ ðqVmp
�hx=kTÞ 1þ J0

DJ

� �
: (15)

The maximum solar conversion efficiency is given by

gmax ¼
ðqVmp

�hx=kTÞ
1þ ðqVmp

�hx=kTÞ

� �
Vmp

�hxDJ

Pi
; (16)

where Pi is the incident superband-gap optical or solar power

density (W/m2). With qVmp
�hx � 0.5–0.6 eV for Si solar cells19

and room-temperature kT¼ 0.026 eV, Eq. (16) can be

simplified

gmax ¼
Vmp

�hxDJ

Pi
ffi VOCDJ½FF�

Pi
: (16a)

An expression for the fill factor (FF) has been provided by

Ghosh et al.20

FFffi 1� 1

lnðJSC=J0Þ

� �
1� ln½lnðJSC=J0Þ�

lnðJSC=J0Þ

� �
	 1� 1

lnðJSC=J0Þ
:

(17)

Therefore, from Eq. (12a), to first order with JSC� J0

gmax ¼
nkT

q

� �
DJ

Pi
½lnðDJÞ þ lnðJ0Þ�: (18)

This equation indicates that for an ideal solar cell, there is a

logarithmic decrease of solar conversion efficiency with

reverse radiative saturation current. Its electronic counterpart

has been confirmed by Fahrenbruch and Bube (Ref. 19, p.

216, Fig. 6.5) for a wide range of non-ideality factors. When

using the optoelectronic Eq. (10) instead of the conventional

Eq. (11), the solar conversion efficiency is given by

gmax ¼
nkT

q

� �
DJ

Pi
ln

DJ

qFRð0Þ

� �
þ lnðgRÞ

� �
: (19)

Here, a non-ideality factor n was added ad hoc, in order to

account for physical PCR and carrierographic responses of

the p-n junction. In the framework of the chemical potential

formalism of non-thermal radiation,17 gmax plays the role of

the maximum chemical potential lc,max (quasi-Fermi level

difference) of the radiative emission by recombining free
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electron-hole photocarriers. From the definition of gR,

Eq. (6)

gRðTÞ ¼
FRð�hx; TÞ � FRð0; TÞ

FAð�hxiÞ
¼ JRðV�hxÞ � JRð0Þ

JSC

� JPCRðV�hxÞ
JSC

; (20)

where JRðV�hxÞ� qFRðV�hxÞ. JPCRðV�hxÞ � q½FRðV�hxÞ�FRð0Þ�
is the photocarrier radiometric photon (luminescence) cur-

rent density, a non-equilibrium quantity which can also be

used for the definition of radiative non-thermal emission

rates that generate carrierographic imaging. The radiatively

recombining carriers are generated by the absorbed photon

flux FA, and their density is limited by competing non-

radiative and external electrical current generation processes.

For photocarrier excitation modulated at angular frequency

xM, leading, e.g., to PCR signals from a laser spot illumina-

tion and single photodetector element detection, or to ac car-

rierographic (LIC) imaging (broad surface excitation and

camera detection), the emitted non-thermal optical current

density identified as JPCRðV�hxÞ is proportional to the depth

integral of the excess photogenerated carrier density

DN(z,x)18 over the wafer thickness L, generalized for the

physics of non-linear radiative recombination processes21

with non-linearity coefficient �

JPCRðV�hx; xMÞ ¼ K

ðL

0

DN�ðz;xMÞdz ¼ CSCGðxMÞ: (21)

Here, K and C are constants independent of the photocarrier

depth profile (see Sec. IV). Equation (21) shows that the

same PCR depth integral is responsible for the carriero-

graphic signal, SCG(xM), as captured by a near-infrared cam-

era. From Eqs. (19)–(21), the following expression is

obtained for the maximum solar conversion efficiency:

gmax ¼
nkT

q

� �
DJ

Pi
ln

DJ

qFRð0Þ

� �
þ ln½CSCGðxMÞ�

� �
: (22)

This expression predicts a logarithmic relationship between

the local carrierographic signal and the measured solar

conversion efficiency. It should be noted that for signals at

angular modulation frequency xM, such as PCR and

LIC imaging, complex quantities DJ, Pi, and SCG(xM) are

implied in Eq. (22). The general form of these quantities is

ZðxMÞ ¼ jZðxMÞjei/ðxMÞeixMt and Eq. (22) remains valid in

its complex version, provided an amplitude expression jZj is

substituted for each complex quantity Z.

Equation (22) can be used for quantitative measure-

ments of CG images of optoelectronically inhomogeneous

solar cells with respect to local maximum radiative recombi-

nation efficiency. Introducing mean-value definitions over

the illuminated surface, S, of a solar cell

hgi ¼ 1

S

ð ð
x;y

gmaxðx; yÞdxdy;

hSCGðxMÞi ¼
1

S

ð ð
x;y

SCGðx; y; xMÞdxdy;

(23)

and using an approximation based on the slower change of

spatially variable logarithmic functions compared to linear

functions, one obtains*
DJln

DJ

qFRð0Þ

� �+
¼ 1

S

ð ð
x;y

DJðx; yÞln DJðx; yÞ
qFRð0Þ

� �
dxdy

ffi 1

S

*
ln

DJðx; yÞ
qFRð0Þ

� �+ð ð
x;y

DJðx; yÞdxdy

¼ hDJi
*

ln
DJðx; yÞ
qFRð0Þ

� �+
: (24)

Similarly, the expression

hDJln½CSCGðxMÞ�i ffi hDJihln½CSCGðxMÞ�i (25)

can be adopted by means of the same approximation, and

Eq. (22) can be rearranged and written in a mean-value form,

averaged over the extent of the illuminated solar cell surface

hln½CSCGðxMÞ�i ¼
qPi

nkTDJ

� �
hgmaxðxMÞi �

*
ln

DJ

qFRð0Þ

� �+
:

(26)

This equation assumes a constant flux of optical illumination

power over the illuminated surface of the solar cell. It also

assumes that each pixel of the recombination-radiation-cap-

turing camera receives a photon flux at the maximum local

chemical potential, i.e., at VOC
�hx . This is the case with the CG

response of a solar cell irradiated at open circuit or even dur-

ing the fabrication process, before electrodes are attached to

it. Owing to the spatially strong damped subsurface distribu-

tion of the carrier diffusion wave, a function of xM, the

mean value hgi will depend on xM as indicated in Eq. (26),

because integration over the wafer thickness, Eq. (21), will

yield different depth distributions of local radiative recombi-

nation efficiencies at different modulation frequencies in

strongly electronically depth-inhomogeneous devices like

solar cells, on account of the frequency-dependent ac (com-

plex) carrier diffusion length22

LeðxMÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

D
s
1þ ixMs

r
: (27)

Here, D* is the ambipolar carrier diffusivity and s is the mi-

nority recombination lifetime of the carrier diffusion wave.

This implies that CG images of the same device obtained at

different modulation frequencies will generally be different,

the result of contrast variations generated by the local values

of gR(x,y,z) radiative recombination efficiency.

Now, turning to the complex nature of the rhs of Eq.

(22), one may write

CSCGðxMÞ ¼ jCSCGðxMÞjexp½i/CGðxMÞ�;
DJðxMÞ ¼ jDJðxMÞjexp½i/DJðxMÞ�;

Pi ¼ jPij;
(28)
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where the common time modulation factor eixMt has been

omitted for simplicity. Rearrangement of Eq. (22) with Pi

transferred to the lhs, and separation of real and imaginary

parts yields the following relation between the CG phase and

the maximum solar conversion efficiency:

/CGðxMÞ ¼ �
qjPijsinð/DJÞ
kTjDJðxMÞj

� �
gmaxðxMÞ � /DJðxMÞ: (29)

This relation can be extended to the mean-value (average) of

the phase over the illuminated surface area in a manner and

approximations similar to those used in the derivation of

Eq. (26)

h/CGðxMÞi ¼ �
*

qjPijsinð/DJÞ
kTjDJðxMÞj

� �+
hgmaxðxMÞi

� h/DJðxMÞi: (30)

The foregoing theory can also be used to predict the depend-

ence of the carrierographic amplitude on photovoltage. From

the definition of V�hx, Eq. (12b), with J0 from Eq. (9) and

JPCRðV�hxÞ � q½FRðV�hxÞ � FRð0Þ�, the following expression

can be derived:

V�hx ¼
nkT

q

� �
DJ

Pi
ln

DJ � J

qFRð0Þ

� �
þ ln½CSCGðxMÞ�

� �
; (31)

which also yields

VOC
�hx ¼

nkT

q

� �
DJ

Pi
ln

DJ

qFRð0Þ

� �
þ ln½CSCGðxMÞ�

� �
: (32)

A relationship between the dc photovoltage, V, and the

excess minority carrier density has been presented by Trupke

et al.23 in the form

qV ¼ Dg 	 kTln
DNðDN þ NDÞ

n2
i

� �
	 kTlnðIPLÞ þ C: (33)

Here, Dg is the separation of the quasi Fermi energies, ND is

the doping density, DN is the excess minority carrier concen-

tration, ni is the equilibrium carrier density, and IPL is dc pho-

toluminescence intensity. Equation (33) bears a similarity to

Eq. (31) in terms of the functional dependence between excess

carrier density-dependent quantities and photovoltage, but it

does not account for depth inhomogeneity or for the depth-

integrated nature of radiative emission efficiencies, nor does it

specify what constitutes the empirical constant C. The deriva-

tion of Eq. (33) assumed Dg to be constant along the width of

the solar cell base. The mean-value form of Eq. (31), averaged

over the extent of the illuminated solar cell surface is

hV�hxðxMÞiffi
nkT

q

� �
hDJi

Pi

�
*

ln
DJ�J

qFRð0Þ

� �+
þhln½CSCGðxMÞ�i

" #
: (34)

The corresponding expression for hVOC
�hx ðxMÞi with J¼ 0 can

be readily derived from Eq. (34).

III. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENT SET-UP

Ten industrial multicrystalline solar cells (156� 156

mm2 area, 0.2 mm thickness) from Enfoton Solar Ltd.,

Cyprus, were used for LIC measurements. Subsequently, one

solar cell was selected and sequentially damaged through

gentle front-surface rubbing with fine sandpaper. Imaging

measurements were made before and after each procedure.

The schematic of the LIC experiment set-up is shown in

Fig. 1. A near infrared camera (SU320KTSW-1.7RT/RS170

from Goodrich Sensors Unlimited) with a long-pass filter

was used. The camera has a 320� 256 pixel active element,

spectral bandwidth 0.9-1.7 lm, frame rate 119.6 Hz for win-

dow size corresponding to the full 320� 256 pixels, and

full-frame exposure times ranging from 0.13 ms to 16.6 ms.

A PCI-1427 frame grabber from National Instruments was

used to read the camera image by a computer and to produce

computer-generated amplitude and phase images using

homemade software. Optical illumination was performed

with two fiber coupled 9 -W 808-nm infrared diode lasers

with stability better than 1% at maximum output power. The

two lasers were used so as to attain sufficient optical flux

over the full surface of our solar cells. The laser beams were

spread and homogenized by engineered microlens arrays

forming a square illumination area with uniform intensity

around 0.04 W/cm2. A data acquisition module USB 6259

(from National Instruments) was used to generate sinusoidal

waveforms for laser current modulation, as well as to trigger

frame acquisition signals in the infrared camera from its digi-

tal I/O. The modulation frequency was set at 10 Hz. To ac-

quire high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) lock-in in-phase and

quadrature images, a 16� undersampling lock-in method

was applied to the output image frames.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Equation (21) gives the LIC signal, SCG(xM), in the one-

dimensional carrier-density-wave approximation as a func-

tion of the radiative recombination efficiency. The propor-

tionality constants C and K link the NIR detector/camera

signal to the radiative emission process and can be consoli-

dated as follows:9

SðxÞ 	 Fðk1; k2Þ
ðL

0

DN�ðz;xÞdz; (35)

where the subscripts of SCG and xM are henceforth dropped

for simplicity. F is a function of the spectral bandwidth

ðk1; k2Þ of the IR detector/camera and of the excess electron

and hole carrier densities DN(z,x)DP(z,x). Under nearly

intrinsic photocarrier transport conditions, this implies a

quadratic dependence of the excess photocarrier density

integrand (�¼2).24 The expected quadratic dependence is

usually expressed as Brad DN(z,x) [DN(z,x) þ ND] as shown

in Eq. (33), where ND is the doping density. Under low

injection conditions, however, the linear dependence on

DN(z,x) dominates9,25 and the CG signals can be simplified

with �¼1 which allows the integral in Eq. (35) to be calcu-

lated analytically.9 In many PCR situations, the focused

laser beam leads to intermediate injection conditions, or to
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recombination of free carriers not involving the conduction

and valence bands (e.g., from band-to-impurity or band-

to-defect), both of which can be modeled with � between 1

and 2.21

As discussed in Sec. II, in addition to bulk-averaged

recombination lifetimes which characterize dc PL image

contrast, the spatial (lateral as well as depth) resolution and

contrast of LIC images is due to variations in modulated

carrier-density-wave (CDW) amplitude and phase which are

controlled by the ac carrier diffusion length and its depend-

ence on the local band-to-band and (or) band-to-defect decay

lifetime s within the diffusion length. Other transport proper-

ties generic to semiconductor optoelectronics21 or to specific

solar cell parameters (shunt resistance, series and load resis-

tances, junction capacitance)16 also contribute to contrast.

A. Solar-cell LIC image pixel brightness distributions

The ten industrial solar cells labeled #1 to #10 were

used for LIC measurements at room temperature at open cir-

cuit. CG amplitude and phase images of #8 are shown in Fig.

2, in which the metal electrodes on the front surface of the

sample appear as two vertical strips. Figure 2(a) shows

contrast due to a highly inhomogeneous distribution of radia-

tive recombination processes across the solar cell, at the

junction and mainly in the base of solar cell. The phase con-

trast in Fig. 2(b) is controlled by Le(x), Eq. (27), and is due

to the phase lag contributed by depth variations of the CDW

centroid22 below the surface a function of the recombination

lifetime s, and/or by the non-linearity exponent �.

Statistical histograms (camera pixel modulated bright-

ness intensity distributions) over fully illuminated surfaces

were obtained from all LIC images for the purpose of vali-

dating the theory of Sec. II with respect to quantitative

dependencies of image pixel averages on solar conversion

efficiency and photovoltage. The histograms show the num-

ber of pixels with amplitude (or phase) values within a range

x and x þ Dx (Dx: “bin size”). The number of pixels in Dx is

proportional to the corresponding area of the solar cell so it

describes the fraction of the solar cell surface with signal

values within the given range. Figure 3 shows a (typical)

pair of LIC amplitude and phase histogram obtained from so-

lar cell #8 using the images of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respec-

tively. The amplitude image histogram at 10 Hz is broadly

peaked at approximately 100 (arbitrary units). The narrow

amplitude peak at, or near, zero is due to very low pixel

FIG. 1. LIC experimental set-up.

FIG. 2. LIC of whole solar cell #8 at 10 Hz: (a) ampli-

tude and (b) phase image.
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readings contributed from regions on, or near, the electro-

des. The longer tail on the left side of the amplitude histo-

gram and on the right side of the phase is associated with

contributions from solar cell areas with very low LIC am-

plitude. The phase image histogram is peaked at ca. �1�. It

should be mentioned that a phase lag at 10 Hz is very small

with high level of noise especially in short lifetime regions.

The small contrast of the phase image in this case is used

for demonstrating trends in phase behavior and for correlat-

ing them to amplitude trends. It is also used to validate the

predictions of the theoretical model. As was shown ear-

lier,16 the highest contrast in LIC amplitude and phase

images is at frequencies corresponding to the recombination

lifetime (2pf � 1/s).

The statistical results of the LIC image pixel modulated

brightness distributions from all ten solar cells obtained at

10 Hz are shown in Table I. To calculate their solar conver-

sion efficiencies and other electrical parameters, a load re-

sistance box was used to measure the I-V characteristics

with dc illumination provided by the two 808-nm diode

lasers. The current I through the load resistance RL and the

voltage V across RL were measured by changing the value of

the resistive load. The experimental I-V characteristics of a

solar cell were fitted to Eq. (11) in the form I(V)¼ J(V)S (S:

solar cell surface area) which, however, does not take into

account the series resistance in the solar cell. The values of

JSC, J0, n, and Rsh were thus calculated for all cells. As an

example, the I-V characteristics of solar cell #8 and the theo-

retical best fit are shown in Fig. 4. The maximum power,

PM¼VmpImp (mW), was calculated from the voltage and cur-

rent at the maximum power point. Using the experimental

PM values, the solar conversion efficiency was obtained

from26

g ¼ PM

Ji � S
� 100%; (36)

where Ji is incident light irradiance (mW/cm2) and S is the

surface area of the solar cell (cm2). The calculated results in

Table I show that the efficiencies of the ten solar cells ranged

from 16.6% to 17.7%, values which are in agreement with

those provided by the manufacturer. The table also includes

the best-fitted values of the other electrical parameters of the

solar cells, as well as the LIC results of the pixel histogram

statistics. The parameter “Sum” is the sum of the amplitudes

of all the pixels (excluding the pixels of the vertical dark

strips corresponding to the front surface metal electrodes) di-

vided by the area of the solar cell illuminated in the ampli-

tude images. The parameter “Max” is the distribution of

phase maxima. These are essentially numerical integrals of

the distributions in Fig. 3 and correspond to the amplitude

average of Eq. (23) and a similar one for the mean phase sur-

face integral implied in Eq. (30).

B. Surface-averaged g dependence on LIC image pixel
brightness distribution

The dependence of solar conversion efficiency and pho-

tovoltage on the full-surface pixel brightness statistical

FIG. 3. Statistical pixel brightness distri-

butions of LIC image (a) amplitude with

bin size 0.25 and (b) phase with bin size

0.02 (b) of solar cell #8 obtained at

10 Hz.

TABLE I. Electrical and LIC statistical parameters of the 10 solar cells.

Name of solar cell

Electrical parameters (Ji¼ 20.5 mW/cm2) Surface averaged LIC amplitude LIC phase

Jsc (mA/cm2) J0 (nA/cm2) n g (%) Pm/S (mW/cm2) Sum (arb.un/cm2) Max (degree)

#1 7.85 1.550 1.41 16.6 3.398 21.2� 103 �0.79

#2 8.04 1.709 1.42 17.1 3.497 27.3� 103 �0.55

#3 7.91 1.583 1.41 16.6 3.411 21.2� 103 �0.61

#4 7.91 1.914 1.43 16.6 3.416 20.9� 103 �0.87

#5 7.92 1.511 1.41 16.8 3.44 20.1� 103 �0.68

#6 7.88 1.224 1.39 16.8 3.437 21.3� 103 �0.9

#7 7.93 1.109 1.38 16.9 3.466 25.1� 103 �0.93

#8 8.09 1.74 1.42 17.2 3.519 24� 103 �0.96

#9 8.36 1.76 1.41 17.7 3.63 31.5� 103 �0.97

#10 8.2 1.68 1.38 17.4 3.56 23.8� 103 �0.68
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average was obtained for all solar cells under investigation,

as the non-contacting lock-in carrierographic equivalent of

the conventional electrical measurements averaged over a

fully electroded solar cell surface. In view of Eqs. (26) and

(30), the plots of Fig. 5 were obtained in which solar conver-

sion efficiencies are shown to be proportional to the Sum

(logarithms) of the 10-Hz LIC amplitude images. The effi-

ciencies are also seen to be linearly dependent on Max

(phases). These results are in agreement with Eqs. (26) and

(30), respectively. The best fits to straight lines shown in Fig.

5 yielded slopes and intercepts indicated in the caption of

Fig. 5. Given the instrumentally unnormalized nature of the

carrierographic amplitude (constant C in Eq. (26)), both

slope and intercept must be calibrated through a multiplica-

tive constant, in order to reflect accurate values of the group-

ings of parameters involved. It should be noted that, with

typical Si solar-cell lifetimes s normally 1 ms, at 10 Hz,

Eq. (27) becomes LeðxÞ 	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D
s
p

. Therefore, the ac carrier

diffusion length is equal to the dc carrier diffusion length

which makes the LIC amplitude images exhibit the same fea-

tures as their dc counterpart PL images. However, LIC

produces phase images as a second independent imaging

channel, while the dark current in the camera pixels as well

as noise and dc background are strongly suppressed in the

lock-in method. The experimental results of Fig. 5(a) and

additional PCR signal frequency measurements at several

locations across the surface of the solar cells (not shown

here) follow the general trends: Larger mean-value sum

(amplitudes) corresponds to higher solar conversion efficien-

cies and longer recombination lifetimes, as expected intui-

tively and concretely from the g proportionality to DJ, Eq.

(16), with DJ � JSC � JNR. High-optoelectronic-quality solar

cells exhibit minimum JNR which maximizes g. Shorter

recombination lifetime leads to smaller phase lag and is

commensurate with smaller conversion efficiency g, as

observed in Fig. 5(b).

C. LIC image pixel brightness distribution
dependence on surface damage

To further investigate the applicability of the results of

the statistical methodology theory to the non-contacting

study of the solar conversion efficiency dependence on other

device parameters shown in Eq. (10) and its electrical coun-

terpart, Eq. (11), solar cell #2 was selected and sequentially

front-surface-damaged 3 times through rubbing with fine

sandpaper, followed by LIC imaging at 10 Hz. Moreover,

electrical measurements followed: the shunt resistance, Rsh,

of the solar cell was also measured before and after each rub-

bing procedure. It was found that without damage, Rsh was

23.5 kX. After rubbing it changed to 0.80, 0.34, and 0.31 kX
sequentially. The LIC pixel brightness amplitude distribu-

tions representing the rubbed area significantly shifted to

lower values after the first rubbing and beyond. The results

of mechanical damage are shown in Figs. 6(b)–6(d). The

pixel phase distributions also shifted to decreasing values

(smaller lags) owing to the shortened effective recombina-

tion lifetime after mechanical damage, Fig. 7.

The Rsh decreases recorded after each rubbing procedure

are equivalent to increasing non-radiative current density

(energy decay pathways) in the sense of both corresponding

to wasted energy, as follows from the comparison of

FIG. 5. Dependence of surface-averaged 10-Hz lock-in carrierographic amplitude (a) and phase maximum distribution (b) on the efficiency for 10 solar cells.

Best-fit slopes and intercepts are amplitude 0.14 and 91, phase �0.087� and 0.68�, respectively. Illumination power density: 0.041 W/cm2.

FIG. 4. I-V characteristics of solar cell #8. Best-fit values JSC¼ 8.096

mA/cm2, Jo¼ 1.74 nA/cm2, n¼ 1.42, Rsh¼ 1000 X, v2¼ 0.00027, and

R2¼ 0.99945 denote an excellent fit of Eq. (11) to the data.
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Eqs. (10) and (11). The worst damaged images, Figs. 6(d)

and 7(d), show that the decrease in radiative recombination

events across the surface severely impacted image contrast.

The large amplitude decreases due to the shift in recombina-

tion mechanism to non-radiative, induced the deteriorated

image quality in both amplitude and phase channels. The

contrast became so low that the damaged areas could not be

distinguished from the intact parts of the surface while both

regions exhibited compromised signal quality. This interest-

ing lateral interaction effect may be due to the lateral diffu-

sion and redistribution of photoexcited carriers: In isotropic

high quality semiconductors, large local carrier-wave

densities diffuse spherically around their generation spot,

and in doing so, they highlight contrast with neighboring

low-quality regions, e.g., through rapid non-radiative decay

mechanisms. As the high-quality locations become damaged,

this lateral charge transfer decreases and ultimately ceases,

resulting in poor or non-existent radiative recombination

contrast even in the non-damaged regions.

For quantitative purposes, statistical pixel brightness

distribution histograms were also constructed for all LIC am-

plitude and phase images shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The results

are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. The amplitude his-

togram of solar cell #2 before damage is similar to that of

FIG. 6. LIC amplitude images of solar cell #2 before

(a) and after (b)-(d) three rubbings with fine sandpaper

imparting near-surface mechanical damage. Note the

monotonic amplitude distribution decreases.

FIG. 7. LIC phase images of solar cell #2 before (a)

and after (b)-(d) three rubbings with fine sandpaper

imparting near-surface mechanical damage.
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FIG. 8. Statistical pixel brightness distributions of the amplitudes of the LIC images shown in Fig. 6. (a)–(d) correspond to (a)–(d) images of that figure,

respectively. Bin size¼ 0.25.

FIG. 9. Statistical pixel brightness distributions of the phases of the LIC images shown in Fig. 7. (a)–(d) correspond to (a)–(d) images of that figure, respec-

tively. Bin size¼ 0.02.
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#8, Fig. 3(a), except for a much higher peak of the left,

which was contributed by a broken corner. The phase-image

histogram also shows similarities to Fig. 3(b). After the first

and second rubbings, with the exception of the near-zero

contributions of the electrode and the broken corner, the

main peak in the amplitude image significantly shifted to

the left with the peak growing narrower and taller because

the total pixel number remained fixed. After the third rub-

bing, the main peak in the amplitude image entirely over-

lapped the leftmost peak corresponding to the electrodes and

the broken corner. The narrowness of this peak is a statistical

manifestation of the fully deteriorated image contrast. On the

contrary, in the pixel phase distribution, Fig. 9, the main

peak shifted to the right in agreement with the imaging

trends of Fig. 7.

Using the method of Sec. IV A, the solar conversion effi-

ciency and other parameters of solar cell #2 were obtained,

including the maximum power before and after mechanical

damage. The I-V characteristics are shown in Fig. 10. The

best fits to Eq. (11) are excellent for all stages of mechanical

damage and the calculated parameters are shown in Table II.

Figure 11 is similar to Fig. 5, however, the plots show

smaller scatter, thereby better validating the statistical theory

of Sec. II, specifically Eqs. (26).

D. LIC image pixel brightness distribution
dependence on photovoltage (load resistance)

According to the theoretical expression (34), the closed-

and open-circuit mean photovoltage is expected to have a

logarithmic relationship to the surface-integrated LIC image

pixel amplitude distribution. One solar cell was irradiated

uniformly with laser intensity 0.04 W/cm2. The statistical

distribution peak under smaller load resistance, Fig. 12,

shifted toward decreasing radiative recombination ampli-

tudes with decreasing photovoltage, with a concomitant

reduction of the half-width of the distribution. As with the

measurements reported in Secs. IV A–IV C, it should be

mentioned that owing to the surface metallic grid, the local

photovoltage can be assumed constant over the surface of

the investigated solar cell under small illumination intensity

(0.04 W/cm2). The presence of the grid minimizes or elimi-

nates areas of high series resistance and leads to out-

diffusion of excess minority carriers from areas with long

recombination lifetime (high carrier-wave density) to areas

with short lifetime (low density), as well as to shunt resist-

ance (non-radiative recombinations) under open circuit con-

ditions. As a result, PL from areas with long carrier lifetime

significantly decreases and the surface-integrated CG ampli-

tude reflects terminal voltage as well as average transport pa-

rameters that determine the generation current across the

entire solar cell. Figure 13 clearly confirms experimentally

the theoretical prediction of Eq. (34) and its open-circuit spe-

cial case, Eq. (32), whose mean value is written in the form

hlnðCSCGÞi ¼
*

qPi

nkTDJ

� �+
hV�hxi �

*
ln

DJ � J

qFRð0Þ

� �+
:

(37)

TABLE II. Electrical and LIC statistical parameters of solar cell #2 with mechanical damage.

Solar cell #

vs. mechanical

damage round

Electrical parameters (Ji¼ 20.5 mW/cm2) Surface averaged LIC amplitude LIC phase

Jsc (mA/cm2) J0 (nA/cm2) n g (%) Pm/S (mW/cm2) Sum (arb.un/cm2) Max (degree)

#2-0 8.04 1.71 1.42 17.1 3.5 27.3� 103 �0.55

#2-1 8.12 25.2 3.32 11.4 2.33 5.28� 103 1.5

#2-2 8.09 52.4 3.53 10 2.05 2.32� 103

#2-3 7.81 193 3.733 6.64 1.36 0.456� 103

FIG. 10. I-V characteristics of solar cell #2. S¼ 228 cm2.

FIG. 11. Dependence of surface-averaged 10-Hz lock-in carrierographic

amplitude on the conversion efficiency for surface damaged solar cell #2.

Best-fit slope and intercept are 0.17 and 44. Illumination power density:

0.041 W/cm2.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

A theoretical solid state formalism for the dependence

of the photocarrier radiometric and/or lock-in carriero-

graphic imaging signal on optoelectronic properties of so-

lar cells was developed and was shown to result in a

simple analytical relationship between the emitted radiative

recombination photon flux (current density) and the major

output characteristic parameters of solar cells, namely the

solar conversion efficiency and the closed- and open-

circuit photovoltage. It was shown that the relationship

between carrierographic signal and solar cell parameters is

based on the similarity of the conventional diode equation

(11) and the new optoelectronic equation (10). This simi-

larity allows the non-contacting image-based measurement

of several key parameters of the full-surface illuminated

solar cell with pixel brightness acting as a statistically

averaging radiative-emission distribution network over the

surface, much like contacting electrical measurements

make use of the outputs of the surface-distributed electrode

grid. The major parameters are the closed- and open-

circuit photovoltage and the solar conversion efficiency.

The theory was extended to measure mean values of these

important parameters. The statistical theory was confirmed

using multi-crystalline Si solar cells and illumination at

10 Hz modulation frequency.
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FIG. 13. Surface-integrated 10-Hz LIC amplitude dependence on terminal

photovoltage. Photovoltage was varied as a function of load resistance and

was measured at maximum laser power. Best-fit slope and intercept are 13.1

and 0, respectively. Illumination power density: 0.04 W/cm2.

FIG. 12. Statistical pixel brightness distributions of LIC images amplitudes shown in the inset of Fig. 13 for photovoltage 581 mV (a), 566 mV (b), 539 mV

(c), and 505 mV (d). Photovoltage was varied as a function of load resistance and was measured at maximum laser power. Bin size¼ 0.25.
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